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Abstract: Hashing is the transformation of a string of character into a usually short fixed length value key that
represents the original string. Hashing is used to index and retrieve item in a database because it is faster to find
the item using the shorter hashed key than to find it using the original value. It is also used in many encryption
algorithms. Image hashing maps an input image to a short string called image hash. We propose a system which
produces a rotation invariant image hash key with the help of preprocessing, ring partition, Nonnegative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) and steganography algorithm. In which the same hash code is generated even if the image
is rotated. We have implemented this in. NET and results proved that the proposed technique more robust.
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INTRODUCTION preprocessing, ring partition, NMF. Finally the hash key

In image processing initial stage is capturing an steganography algorithm. 
image which is one of the evolving technology in current Hashing is one of the efficient way to search an
situation were image capturing time has improved from image from a big database within shorter span of time with
nano seconds to pico seconds and even more. Many greater efficiency. Hashing is used to index and retrieve
gadget like cameras, scanner etc. plays a major role in item in a database because it is faster to find the item
capturing image. So thousands of images can be captured using the shorter hash key than to find it using the
within a minutes there may be variation in these images as original value. It is also used in many encryption
well as duplication may present. Challenges and problems algorithms. Several number of cryptographic algorithm
faced by academia and industries is, there may be multiple has been proposed in order to create a short string from
copies for an image in a PC, where the copies can be in a long string of character like MD5, SHA etc. These
different digital representations with visual contents the algorithms are used in getting short string from long
same as the original one. It is clearly an actual yet string of inputs by performing bitwise operation.
challenging issue to efficiently search for all similar In image science, image processing is processing of
versions (including the original one and its copies) of the images using mathematical operations. The output of
image from large-scale multimedia data. As capturing image processing may be either an image or a set of
speed get increased the multimedia technology too got characteristics or parameters related to the image. Most
developed to an maximum extent. Since tampering and image-processing techniques involve treating the image
editing of the original image is getting increased so that as a two-dimensional signal and applying standard signal-
there is much difficulty in finding or differentiating the processing techniques to it [1]. Images are also processed
tampered or edited image. These real demands lead to an Pixel by Pixel. There are two image processing methods,
emerging multimedia technology, known as image namely analog and digital image processing. Analog
hashing. Image hashing maps an input image to a short image processing can be used for the hard copies like
string called image hash. In this paper we propose a printouts and photographs. Digital image processing
robust image hashing technique which is based on techniques  help  in  manipulation  of the digital images [2]

of an image is hidden in the image itself using
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by using computers. The three general phases that all normalized size m*m by bilinear interpolation. Then if the
types of data have to undergo while using digital image is a RGB image that is converted into YCrCb were
technique are pre-processing, enhancement, display and Cr and Cb are Chroma component and Y is luma
information extraction. In computer graphics, images are component. After converting to YCrCb the luma
[3] manually made from physical models of objects, component that is Y alone is extracted from YCrCb image.
environments and lighting, instead of being acquired via Ring partition divide Y into rings and exploit them to
imaging devices such as cameras from natural scenes. produce a secondary image V. The aim of this step is to
Computer vision, on the other hand, is often considered construct a rotation invariant matrix for dimensionality
high-level image processing out of which a reduction. The output hash code is given as input in
machine/computer/software intends to decipher the steganography algorithm that hides the hash code inside
physical contents of an image or a sequence of images [4]. the image thus the hash code is not visible and it can be

Literature Survey: Zhenjun Tang et al. [5] designed an
efficient image hashing with a ring partition and NMF.
Hashing is robust against content preserving operations
such as image rotation, JPEG compression, watermark
embedding, Gaussian low pass filtering, gamma
correction, brightness adjustment, contrast adjustment
and image scaling. In [6], virtual watermark detection
using an optimum multiplicative watermark detector was
proposed. It has been analytically demonstrated that the
extracted hash, which is in binary form, can be controlled
in such a way that its values are equally distributed.
Yuenan Li et al. [7] examines different quantization
schemes. A robust hash function that employs the
random Gabor filtering and dithered LVQ. The dithered
LVQ that can produce satisfactory statistical and security
performance has been employed as the quantizer for
robust hashing. 

In [8], a hashing method is proposed which is robust Fig. 1: Block Diagram of the proposed method
against normal digital operations such as JPEG
compression, watermarking embedding, brightness Preprocessing: In image processing, usually the input
adjustment, contrast adjustment, gamma correction, image may in varying size like n*m size. So the image
Gaussian low pass filtering, scaling and rotation. In [9] should be converted into m*m image which is the
Kernalized Neighborhood Preserving Hashing for Social predefined input since rings can be applied only in square
Network was introduced which uses Oriented Digital image. This can be achieved in the image by applying
Fingerprints to avoid an unauthorized use in the social bilinear interpolation by which size of image is reduced to
network. To achieve this they have used a digital obtain normalized image. The number of pixels in the
fingerprints system. Most existing fingerprints are not normalized image is reduced according to m*m size.
adaptable to social network tasks. The novel fingerprint Bilinear interpolation [10] can be used where perfect image
consists of a community relationship code and a user transformation with pixel matching is impossible, so that
identification code. one can calculate and assign appropriate intensity values

to pixels. Unlike other interpolation techniques such as
Proposed System: In this paper we propose a hashing nearest neighbour interpolation and bi-cubic
technique for an image which generate the same hash interpolation, bilinear interpolation uses only  the 4
code even if the image is rotated. The series of operations nearest pixel values which are located in diagonal
performed in image to produce hash code are directions from a given pixel in order to find the
Preprocessing, Ring partition and NMF. The important appropriate colour intensity values of that pixel. The
operations in the proposed technique are shown in Fig. 1. important operations in pre-processing of the input are
In preprocessing the input image is first mapped to a clearly shown in Fig. 2.

extracted for integrity checking.
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Fig. 2: Preprocessing operations

The next step in pre processing is to check whether
the image is a RGB image that is 3Dimensional image. If it
is a RGB image, then convert into YCrCb were Cr and Cb
are Chroma component and Y is Luma component. After
converting to YCrCb the luma component that is Y alone
extracted from YCrCb component. The conversion
process include the following

Value for R/G/B ranges in [0....255], Y ranges
[16.....235], for Cb/Cr the range is [16....240]. Another way
of converting RGB image into YCrCb image is given in the
following equation Fig. 4: Ring Partition 

Keeping Center O as origin first radius is taken and

The process of RGB to YCrCb conversion is shown
in Fig. 3. Thus the output obtained from preprocessing is
a normalized image of size m*m. The output Luma which
is a 2 dimensional array obtained as the output from the
the 3 dimensional RGB image which is given as input to where B is the first Ring A be the interval between each
Ring Partition. rings and it should be common in order to get equal sized

Fig. 3: RGB to YCrCb Conversion Rotation is most commonly used to improve the visual

Ring Partition: In this the image is converted into
concentric circles from the centre it can be separated into
concentric circle in order to get matrix from the image. So
that mapping of each circles into strips is easy. Fig. 4.
shows the ring partition where C ,C  C ...C are circles and1 2, 3 k.

O is the origin. For an image of size m*m, Origin O should
be found to perform ring partition. For this the height and
width of the image is taken into account from which origin
is obtained. It can be performed by the following equation

Origin O = {Midpoint along y-axis, 
             Midpoint along x-axis}

circle is drawn along cx and cy since cx is the point along
x direction and cy is the point along the y direction. The
radius is incremented until it reaches the maximum
boundary size then the ring partition end at the boundary.
Circle can be drawn by

ring, C be the right increment in radius for each time of
execution until the boundary value is obtained.

The rotation operator performs a geometric transform
which maps the position (x ,y ) of a picture element in an1 1

input image into a position (x ,y ) in an output image by2 2

rotating it through a user-specified angle O about the
origin O. In most implementations, output locations (x ,y )2 2

which are outside the boundary of the image are ignored.
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appearance of an image, although it can be useful as a Data Hiding: The output obtained is the hash code which
preprocessor in applications where directional operators is given as input in steganography algorithm were the
are involved. Rotation is a special case of affine hash code is hidden inside the original image so that the
transformation. The partitioned image can be rotated at image can directly verified for integrity checking. Any
any angle along its X-axis. Reversible Data Hiding (RDH) algorithm can be used for

NMF: The image that is obtained after Ring partition is the stego-image and the original image is reconstructed
taken as input to NMF. The image strips which are single using extraction algorithm. Then the hash code of the
dimensional array is converted into matrix using NMF and reconstructed image is generated. This hash code is
find the rank of the matrix. In order to process an array it matched with the extracted hash code. If match is found
is not possible to directly convert array to a hash code so the image is not modified. Otherwise the image is
the array is first changed to string which is a group of modified. The hash code can also be used for searching
character from which the image is converted to matrix similar images in a larger database. The hash code can be
form. That image is called as secondary image. To obtain compared with the hash codes of the images in memory
same height from ring partition for secondary image i.e. for easy searching of the similar image files.
r =height, we should increase r  until r = height. Readn n-1 n-1

end point pixel of r  and extend it with end pixel value tilln-1

r = height  Process this until all the strips are convertedn-1 .

into same height. Then the strips combined into matrix
and forms secondary image.

Fig. 5: Creation of Secondary Image image is a 3 dimensional array with RGB coding it is to be

Hashing using MD5: The MD5 message-digest algorithm alone is extracted from the YCbCr image which is a single
is a widely used cryptographic hash function producing dimensional array with y component in it. Fig. 8 shows a
a 128-bit (16-byte) hash value, typically expressed in text sample normalized image of size 250*250 and its
format as a 32 digit hexadecimal number. MD5 has been corresponding Y component image is shown in Fig. 9.
utilized in a wide variety of cryptographic applications
and is also commonly used to verify data integrity. The
MD5 algorithm can be used to obtain hash code for the
secondary image matrix.

Fig. 6: MD5 Hashing Fig. 8: Normalized Image of size 250*250

data hiding. For verification, hash code is extracted from

Fig. 7: Reversible Data Hiding

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the proposed technique, the m*m normalized image
is created first from the original image of any size. If the

converted into YCbCr colour coding and Y component
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further enhance security by providing confidentiality
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